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Workshop Introduction
• Information Literacy Skills

• About me…
– Information Literacy Project Volunteer
– Central Library, National University of Laos
– From USA
– MLIS from McGill University in Montreal, Canada

(2008)
– Contact: nicole.gaston@mail.mcgill.ca
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Workshop Outline

Outline
Part 1 - Introduction to IL concepts & Theory
Part 2 - Information Literacy in the Electronic

Environment - Essential skills
Part 3 - The Big6 and Information Seeking

Activities.

Workshop Objectives

• To introduce participants to concepts of
information literacy;

• To strengthen participants information
literacy skills in the electronic
environment through hands-on
exercises.
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Learning outcomes
After attending this workshop, students will be
able to practice key components of information
literacy practical skills, particularly:

(1)Defining information needs
(2)Creating effective search strategies
(3)Differentiating search strategies and results from a range of

electronic resources
(4)Advanced searching and retrieval using a range of e-

resources
(5)Extracting and managing relevant information
(6)Evaluating electronic resources for authority and relevance
(7)Effective and efficient information retrieval in the e-

environment

Part 1:

The Concepts and Theory
of Information Literacy
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What is information literacy?

• What do you think?
• Have you ever heard of Information

Literacy?
• Why did you sign up for this workshop?

What is information literacy?

• The techniques and skills for using
information tools and sources to solve
information problems.
– Esentially, how to use information

effectively to help yourself.
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What is Information Literacy?

Standard definition (ACRL) –
A set of abilities required to
recognize when information is
needed and have the ability to
locate, evaluate, and use efficiently
the needed information.

A better definition for use in
Vietnam

• In an attempt to contextualise information
literacy education for non-west cultures,
experts have developed a more suitable
definition:
– “The ability of individuals or groups to be aware of

the social and cultural contexts of information, to
understand when it can help, to know how to find
and evaluate it, and to understand how to
integrate the relevant information to create new
knowledge.” (Gorman & Dorner)
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Why is it better?

• This definition takes into consideration
the unique characteristics of every
individual in society and understands
that these characteristics are culturally
dependant.

How do you describe an
information literate person?

What do you think?
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According to Gorman & Dorner…an
information literate person:

(1) Knows that accurate and complete information is needed to
make intelligent decisions

(2) Knows when he or she has a need for information
(3) Formulates questions based on his or her needs
(4) Identifies potential sources of information
(5) Develops successful strategies to search for information
(6) Accesses appropriate sources of information including

electronic sources, print materials, or resource person’s
knowledge

(7) Evaluates information
(8) Organises information so that it can be applied to resolve the

information need
(9) Integrates new information into an existing body of knowledge
(10) Uses information in critical thinking and problem solving

Information literacy also
involves:

 Visual literacy
 Media literacy
 Computer Literacy
 Digital literacy
 Web or internet literacy
 .. And many other literacies
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An information literacy model showing other related literacies

Information literate students:
(1)Are competent, independent learners
(2)Know their information needed and actively engage in the world

of ideas
(3)Display confidence in their ability to solve problems
(4)Know what information is relevant
(5)Know how to use technological tools to access information and

to communicate
(6)Are comfortable when a situation has multiple answers or

cannot be answered
(7)Hold high standards for their work and can create quality output
(8)Are flexible and can adapt to change
(9)Are able to function independently and in groups
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An information literate student will be able
to ask the following questions when

presented with problem:

• What do I need to know?
• How do I look for the answer?
• Where do I find the information?
• What information do I select?
• How do I use the information?
• Does the information help me?
• Is the information relevant?
• What have I learned?
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Why is IL a valuable skill?

•Discussion
– Do you think it is a valuable skill for

Vietnamese students?
– Why?

Why is IL a valuable skill?

Sometimes interpreted as one of a
number of literacies, information literacy
(IL) is also described as the overarching
literacy essential for twenty-first century
living. IL is generally seen as pivotal to
the pursuit of lifelong learning, and central
to achieving both personal empowerment
and economic development (Bruce).
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Why is IL a valuable skill?

IL encourages Life Long Learning!

Learning never stops.

You can learn anywhere,
not just in a classroom or at
school.

Learning and education is
the key to sustainable
development!

What do you think about Life
Long Learning?

• Can you give some examples of
learning outside the classroom?

• Why is it important to continue learning
throughout life?

• Why should we learn outside the
classroom?
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Conclusion

• IL is important for everybody!
• IL can help us learn to use technology

to solve our problems.


